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Particulier incl.
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Holsters
Diverse
Ambidextrous black inside belt holster. Thumb snap
safety lace. Clip and belt loop for inside or outside use.
Adjustable to differrent pistols of the same size. Light
concealment use. 100% Nylon/Cordura, Extreme light,
Padded, Amovable polymer belt clip, Double belt
passage, Max 2" belts., #1A2
Leather MK7 Spray holder, #1V/37/N
Vega Holster - Handcuffs case standard type with chain
in thermo molded nylon. Polymer tip for rapid release
and polymer belt loop adjustable by velcro with non-slip
system., #2FP25

26,62

VEG2P50

Cordura Magazine case for Glock 17, adjustable nylon
belt loop. Without clip on the belt., #2P50

22,85

VEG2P66

Vega holster - Nylon spray holder RSG4, dimensions:
cm 15 x 4 x 4, with velcro loop, without clip on the belt.,
#2P66

11,83

VEG2P75

Vega Holster - Nylon handcuffs case, nylon belt loop
with snaps, #2P75

14,85

VEG2P78

Vega holster - Nylon holder Spray 76 ml, sizes: cm 13 x
4 x 3, with velcro loop, without clip on the belt., #2P78

12,33

VEG2P83

Vega Holster - Nylon double latex gloves pouch, #2P83

11,93

VEG2R00

Cordura universal radio case, holder Motorola, With
adjustable closure, double snaps belt loop., #2R/00/N

23,53

VEG2U99

Vega Holser 2U99 Nylon/cordura waist pack. Elastic
holster and magazine case. For Large Auto, Large Auto
Compact and Medium Auto guns. Fast access to the
gun. Four compartments with zip closures. Adjustable
nylon belt with safety buckle. Indicated for concealment
use, One elastic holster fits L/Auto, L/Auto Compact
and Medium Auto, Elastic magazine case, Four pockets
with zip closures, Adjustable nylon belt with safety
buckle, Available in black color only., #2U99
Vega Holster - Nylon silent key ring, #2V17

48,85

VEG1A2

VEG1V/37/N
VEG2FP25

VEG2V17
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VEG8DMH01

Vega Holster, Double two row universal magazine case
in injection moulded polymer with belt loop permitting
both horizontal and vertical positions. Belt loop height
adjustment to the belt used. Flap adjustable in length
and removable for a open use of the magazine case.
Detachable outer snap cover. Inner clip for improved
retention., #8DMH01
Vega Holster, Polymer Magazine Case.Two row
universal magazine case. In injection moulded polymer
with swivel belt loop. Belt loop height regulation for
better adjustment to all sizes. Flap adjustable in length
and detachable for a open use of the magazine case.
Detachable outer snap cover. Inner clip for improved
retention. Compatible with the Molle 8K80 system.,
#8MH/00/N
Vega Holster, CCH/809/N, Chief "CAMA" Holster:
professional polymer injection molded. Retention level
III. Retention screws and clip with double friction.
Thumb release of the upper safety ock. Index finger
release of the lower safety lock. Possibility of closing
the bottom opening. Possibility of fully covered index
finger safety lever. Belt loop with double slots and grip
height above belt height. International patent. Can be
mounted on all Vega Holster loops and kits. Glock 19 4" barrel., #CCH/809/N
Vega Holster, CCHT/809/D, Chief "CAMA" holster thigh
kit. Professional polymer injection molded holster.
Retention level II. Retention screws and clip with
double friction points. Index finger release of the front
safety lock. Possibility of closing the bottom opening.
Possibility of fully covered index finger safety lever.
Possibility of inserting front protection for greater
weapon safety. Compact thigh kit with rotating buckle
for easier movements. International patent. Glock 19,
#CCHT/809/D
Vega Holster, DCH/809/N, Duty "CAMA" Holster:
professional polymer injection molded holster.
Retention level III. Retention screws and clip with
double friction. Thumb release of the upper safety ock.
Index finger release of the lower safety lock. Possibility
of closing the bottom opening. Possibility of fully
covered index finger safety lever. Belt loop with double
slots and grip height above belt height. International
patent. Can be mounted on all Vega Holster loops and
kits. Glock 19 - 4". Cama09, #DCH/809/N
Vega Holster, DCHL/804/N, Professional polymer
injection molded holster, Law "CAMA" holster leg kit GK
17, #DCHL/804/N

VEG8MH00

VEGCCH/809/N

VEGCCHT/809/D

VEGDCH/809/N

VEGDCHL/804/N

VEGDCHT/804/N

Particulier incl.
BTW 21 %

Vega Holster, DCHT/804/N, Professional polymer
injection molded holster, Duty "CAMA" Holster thigh kit
GK 17, #DCHT/804/N
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VEGFA2-CBH

Vega Holster, FA2, Belt half holster. Thumb snap
safety lace. Adjustable to different pistols of the some
size. Light concealment use. 100% Cordura, Adjustable
polymer safety lace, Extreme Light, Padded, Two holes
for max 2" belts, #FA2
Vega Holster, FA2, Belt half holster. Thumb snap
safety lace. Adjustable to different pistols of the some
size. Light concealment use. 100% Cordura, Adjustable
polymer safety lace, Extreme Light, Padded, Two holes
for max 2" belts
WaltherP99 Auto 4", #FA/263/N
Vega Holster - Inside suede belt holster, inside position.
Right and left hand. Polymer clip., #IB3

26,62

VEGIB340

Vega Holster Inside suede belt holster. Inside position.
Right and left hand. Polymer clip. Glock 26 / 27 / 28,
barrel 3"1/4, #IB/340

14,03

VEGIR3

Vega Holster - Inside holster, suede holster for better
comfort, inside carry with polymer clip. Choice of 3
different cants through three dedicated slots. Right or
left hand., #IR3

14,34

VEGSHW08

Vega Holster, Injection moulding polymer holster for
P99Q-PPQ-PPQ M3. Retention screw on the trigger
guard. Double belt loops included: A)Paddle with
adjustable inclination and height B)holes belt loop with
adjustable inclination and height., #SHW08
Vega Holster, Safety level 2 holster for tactical &
professional use. In special polymer, with
injection-moulded increased thickness. The safety
system with upper swivel strap so the operator can
keep his weapon safe in any situation and ready for use
thanks to the fast opening swivel system requiring mere
pressure of the thumb and frontward rotation. The
holster is fitted with a "SAFETY GUARD" prevents the
safety catch from getting tangled and protects from
potential agressors. Compatible with thigh kits.,
#SHWP8
Vega Holster Polymer Holster W/Saf. Sys Gl. 17/19,
#US/809/N

29,93

Vega Holster, VKD/812/N, Molded polymer Duty
Holster WP99 LH, Walther P99 Auto 4" 2° Safety
Grade Vegatek thermo-molding professional holster,
internal soft lining for better protection of the firearms
and less noise emission. Easy action safety system on
the top. Retention screw on the barrel. Compatible with
all optional belt loops., #VKD/812/N

81,17

VEGFA263

VEGIB3

VEGSHWP8

VEGUS/809/N

VEGVKD/812/N
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VEGVKD/865/N

Vega Holster, VKD/865/N Molded polym. Duty Holster.
Mod. Walther PPQ-P99Q auto 4". Essential holster to
reduce the overall dimension. Thicker polymer.
Retention screw on the jumper and on the
barrel.Trigger guard molded shape for better
retention.Double belt loops included: A) Paddle with
adjustable inclination and height. B) Holes belt loop
with adjustable inclination and height., #VKD/865/N
Vega Holster, Professional holsters Vegatek for P99Q PPQ - PPQ M3, 2° safety grade.Special thermo-molded
polymer holster, for duty and tactical operators. Inner
lining to provide greater weapon safety and sound-free
handling. Upper safety system with front adj. rotating
lace through 3 holes. Possibility of locking the rotating
lace by means of a sliding mechanism to impede
downward movement. It can be used with or without
internal shield (both components are included).
Retention screw on barrel., #VKDS8
Vega Holster VKL8 "Land", VKL/812/N Molded polym.
Thigh Holster. Mod. Walther P99 auto 4". Double belt
loops with turn buckle for a better movement, double no
slip elastic leg strap. Polymer holster with inside lining
for a gun protection, turn safety lace. Thermo molded
thigh platform.
Colors Black, Green, Coyote., #VKL/812/N
Vega Holster, VKL8 "Land", VKL/865/N Molded polym.
Thigh Holster. Mod. Walther PPQ-P99Q auto 4".Double
belt loops with turn buckle for a better movement,
double no slip elastic leg strap. Polymer holster with
inside lining for a gun protection, turn safety lace.
Thermo molded thigh platform.
Colors Black, Green, Coyote., #VKL/865/N
Vega Holster, VKL8 "Land", Thigh Holster with modular
platform. For model: Glock Auto 4" - 19/23/25/32/38.
Double belt loops with turn buckle for a better
movement, double no slip elastic leg strap. Polymer
holster with inside lining for a gun protection, turn safety
lace. Thermo molded thigh platform. Colors Black,
Green, Coyote., #VKL/809/N
Vega Holster, Vegatek Mix, 2° Safety Grade, Perfect
Mix of durability and esthetics. Vegatek thermo-molding
professional holster in polymer with techno-leather
outside. Internal soft lining for better protection and
silence. Easy action safety system on the top.
Retention screw on the barrel. Compatible with all
optional belt loops/Kit. For G19 4", #VKM809
Vega Holster, Compact holster to carry hidden guns
with double-level-safety system so that firearms can
automatically be inserted in the holster and released
with an easy and natural hand's move. High resistant
polymer. Internal cover for better protection of the
firearm and less noise emission. VEGA PULL SIDE
automatic safety system. Double holes belt loop
included: A) paddle with adjustable inclination and
height, #VKS8

VEGVKDS8

VEGVKL/812/N

VEGVKL/865/N

VEGVKL8

VEGVKM809

VEGVKS8
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Kledij
Handschoenen
VEGOG51

Vega Holser OG51, Tactical Glove in Kevlar long cuff,
Delta-L glove in kevlar to grant a higher resistance
against wearing and abrasion. Leather reinforces on
the back and on the palm in wearing and sensibility
points. Padding leather on knuckles area. Special touch
screen treatment in the tip of index and thumb. Rubber
patch with no slip tank system. Elastic on the wrist.,
#OG51
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